
We are here to help. 
Learn about StarHub Enterprise Messaging in the next page.

96% of people think 
the businesses they 
deal with could 
improve when it comes 
to communication.

In today’s digitalised world where consumers have come to expect 
consistent, personalised, and immediate service, the onus is on businesses 
to keep up or be left behind. Organisations across industries are now looking 
at enterprise messaging platforms to automate and streamline their 
communication plans to meet the demands of the modern-day consumer. 
Those that can communicate effectively with a sound strategy will stay ahead 
of their competition and enjoy business longevity.

with StarHub Enterprise Messaging

ELEVATE YOUR 
BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS 
TO STAY AHEAD



KEY FEATURES
OTP (ONE-TIME PASSWORDS)
Send out OTPs to help customers secure their login credentials for transactions 
with confidential information.

MARKETING AND DELIVERY NOTIFICATIONS
Send promotional messages to drive loyalty sales or reduce missed deliveries 
with mobile notifications via easy-to-use virtual messaging channels.

SCHEDULE CONFIRMATIONS AND CHANGES
Send alerts to remind customers ahead of their scheduled appointments to help 
businesses reduce missed appointments.

INTRODUCING STARHUB 
ENTERPRISE MESSAGING
StarHub Enterprise Messaging is an omnichannel platform that 
supports multiple communication channels including SMS, Email 
and more, helping businesses across industries to reach their 
customers, prospects or employees reliably, affordably and more 
securely than any other.



A CLOSER LOOK

APPLIED ACROSS THE VARIOUS INDUSTRIES

FINANCE

Keeping clients 
informed and 
securing their 

financial 
transactions

EDUCATION

Facilitating campus 
activities and 

interaction between 
tutors, students, and 

parents

HEALTHCARE

Helping medical 
teams communicate, 
reach and coordinate 

with each other in 
real time

LOGISTICS

Bridging the 
communication gaps 
faced by drivers, field 

workers and 
customers

RETAIL

Reaching consumers 
and driving traffic to 
retail business on a 

multi-channel 
platform

Real-time communication is critical in crisis response and improving 
the patient experience – especially considering the present pandemic 
situation. StarHub Enterprise Messaging supports hospitals and 
healthcare providers through holistic use of messaging, without the high 
cost and equipment required to maintain an onsite platform which can:
• Integrate seamlessly into existing hospital EHR and EMR systems
• Enable doctors and nurses to share confidential patient notes 
 through a secure communications app
• Provide quick updates to patients on their test results as soon as 
 they are ready

TYPICAL USE CASES
• One- or Two-way mobile alerts with high read rates
• Improve patient attendance rates with appointment reminders or 
 rescheduling messages
• Enterprise-level security & encryption for compliance

HEALTH INDUSTRY

Up to 25% 
of missed 
appointments can 
be avoided using a 
reminder service, 
reducing no-shows



By communicating consistently with personalised messages across 
multiple channels such as SMS and Email, StarHub Enterprise 
Messaging helps you improve customer engagement throughout the 
entire consumer journey:
• Keep customers informed of latest promotions, with personalised 
 coupon codes
• Allow opt-in to loyalty programs for retention and upsell 
 ampaigns
• Allow enquiries and conduct post-purchase NPS surveys easily 
 to gather feedback
• Keep in touch with outlet staff on latest updates and emergency 
 communications

SCALABLE DEPLOYMENT IN KEY RETAIL EVENTS
StarHub Enterprise Messaging is also scalable for key retail events 
such as Black Friday or 11.11 Singles Day. Its cloud-based messaging 
solution empowers retail businesses to deliver high volume messages 
promptly and can be integrated into existing Inventory Management 
Software (IMS), Customer Relationship Management (CRM) or other 
staff rostering systems seamlessly for easy event management.

TYPICAL USE CASES
• Run personalised marketing promotions with unique promo codes
• Update customers on new stocks availability
• Consolidate stock inventory updates from staff automatically
• Improve ecommerce store login security with one-time password 
 generation
• Allow shop visitors to register details for contact tracing

RETAIL INDUSTRY

49% of customers 
bought more items 
if they had received 
personalised 
recommendations 
from the retailer.



To help financial institutions thrive in an industry impacted by new 
technologies where customers can now make payments by a tap on 
their smart watch, StarHub Enterprise Messaging automates 
service-related processes on a range of mobile platforms, while 
delivering an enhanced customer experience through advanced 
turn-key messaging features:
• Extend existing systems with a reliable messaging solution
• Support high volume messages using compliant routes
• Choose one, or a combination of channels, including SMS and 
 Email, to deliver your messages

SECURE FINANCES WITH SECURITY BY DESIGN 
StarHub Enterprise Messaging also has the best-in-class security 
measures to keep financial transactions secure. Our platforms are 
accredited with the Common Criteria Certification which is recognised 
by over 30 national agencies around the world, and are hosted in 
ISO-certified hosting facilities around the world with Rest-in-Motion 
data encryption to ensure messages are always delivered using 
approved, enterprise-grade messaging routes every time.

TYPICAL USE CASES
• One-time pin SMS for two-factor authentication
• Critical market updates or fraud alerts
• Application updates and marketing engagements
• Secure internal communications
• Template-based responses for consistent customer service 
• SMS gateway integration with IT Systems via API

FINANCE INDUSTRY

80% of all 
financial services 
companies are 
currently using, or 
plan on using, a 
mobile messaging 
solution.



Due to the rise of e-commerce and new digital solutions, the logistics 
and transportation sector across Asia-Pacific is rapidly undergoing 
transformation to meet the heightened expectations from their 
customers in terms of real-time shipment tracking, effective 
inventory management and efficient customer service:
• Allow customers to get updates and/or reschedule the delivery in 
 real time, reducing wasted trips
• Provide real-time inventory data, automatically notifying 
 customers and staff of any inventory shortages
• Send messages to their logistics providers using a keyword, which 
 are automatically routed to the Customer Service teams, providing 
 an alternative channel for less-urgent requests

PEACE OF MIND FOR CUSTOMERS
StarHub Enterprise Messaging CPaaS Platform provides real-time 
inventory and delivery tracking, helping businesses refine their 
processes and use the insights to improve their customer 
engagement for their supply chain business.

TYPICAL USE CASES
• Enable messaging capabilities on existing ERP or CRM systems 
 via API
• Message acknowledgement for successful pick up or contactless 
 delivery
• Remote communication and monitoring with logistics staff on 
 the run
• Regular reporting of inventory using text message for efficient 
 warehouse management
• Trigger automatic alerts when abnormalities are detected by the 
 sensors, ensuring prompt follow up

RETAIL INDUSTRY

Consumers are 
willing to pay up to 

10% more for 
companies that 
provide greater 
logistics 
transparency



FASTER CONNECTIONS. 
EASIER COMMUNICATIONS.

VIRTUAL MESSAGING CHANNELS
Reach customers via easy-to-use virtual messaging 
channels without the need for additional applications 
and drive loyalty sales.

AUTOMATED APPOINTMENT 
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
A robust scheduling and reminder system to help 
businesses reduce missed appointments and 
deliveries.

REPORTING & COMPLIANCE
Streamline your compliance reporting processes 
digitally by using an automated logic-based messaging 
platform. Help customers secure their login 
credentials with one-time passwords.

Tailored-made for Singapore-based businesses, StarHub Enterprise Messaging offers a 
comprehensive suite of feature-rich mobile messaging applications that help streamline 
and automate all your business communications to enhance productivity and reduce costs. 

Cloud solution powered by

starhub.com/entmessaging1800 888 8888 business@starhub.com

We are here to help. Speak to our consultants to find out more


